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A B S T R A C T 

Straightened cylindrical models of coronal loops have been standard for decades, and shown to support nanoflare-like heating, 
but the influence of geometric curvature in models upon the heating produced has not been discussed in depth. Heating, 
its spatiotemporal distributions, and the associated mechanisms responsible are discussed, and compared with those from 

straightened models of a coronal loop. Previously, magnetohydrodynamic avalanches have been generalized to curved loops, 
and shown to be viable. From that study, the associated heating is analysed and discussed in depth. Heating is seen to arise 
from processes originally instigated, yet not dominated, by magnetic reconnection, producing bursty, aperiodic nanoflares, 
dispersed evenly throughout the corona, but with a modest bias away from footpoints. One novelty arising is the simultaneous 
yet independent occurrence of nanoflare-like events at disjoint sites along individual strands, anticipating some features recently 

seen in ‘campfires’ by Solar Orbiter. With a view to future refinements in the model and to the inclusion of additional physical 
effects, the implications of this analysis are discussed. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

olar coronal heating remains an open problem largely on account of
he extremely varied scales o v er which this must occur. Any solution
o it must address this. Observations indicate heating occurring on
arge scales, along curved coronal loops in active regions. Connecting
he different layers of the solar atmosphere, the magnetic field
hannels the necessary energy from the photosphere to the corona,
nd must be involved in any mechanism for heating. Accessing
his energy requires magnetic reconnection, which changes the
opology of the field, on sub-magnetohydrodynamic (sub-MHD)
ength scales. 1 

Avalanches span the gap between these scales and release stored
nergy, starting with small-scale instabilities that trigger magnetic re-
onnection, which releases stored, non-potential magnetic energy. A
uccession of small, discrete, and narrowly localized events follows,
ith one event exciting further analogous events in neighbouring

e gions. Cumulativ ely, through the action of several small-scale
vents, significant heating is generated in the manner of ‘nanoflares’
Parker 1988 ). Initially, nanoflares were purely a conjecture, having
uch small energies that they were below the limits of observation.
mpro v ed instrumentation, ho we ver, has progressi vely lo wered this
hreshold, with reports of microflares increasingly common (such as
ooper et al. 2021 ) and events on an ever-smaller scale increasingly
E-mail: jr93@st-andrews.ac.uk
 Strictly, this holds for direct current (DC) heating scenarios, whereas
lternating current (AC) heating models (such as those of Howson et al.
019 ; Morton, Weberg & McLaughlin 2019 ; Van Ballegooijen et al. 2011 ),
ely upon the immediate damping of waves, and not upon the storage and
elease of energy.
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ntering the range of observation and study (recently, Mondal et al.
021 ; Shimizu, Shimojo & Abe 2021 ; Vadawale et al. 2021 ). 
Several questions are raised by this scenario for coronal heating.

irst is the question of the root cause of these small-scale events.
econd is the related, but fundamentally distinct, question of the
echanisms that are responsible for the heating produced by such

vents. 
Most answers to the first question include a role for direct currents

DC) and magnetic reconnection in releasing magnetic energy. Con-
inuous photospheric driving causes the magnetic field to adopt an
ncreasingly complex configuration, storing increasing non-potential
nergy and becoming more liable to instability. Upon breaching a
ertain criterion, this instigates topological changes that simplify the
agnetic field, and thereby release energy from it, which, may then

e thermalized. On the other hand, alternating current (AC) theories
osit that waves arise from faster photospheric motions and travel into
he corona, where their energy is dissipated, rather than being stored,
s they are damped. Despite this common simplification, there is no
trict dichotomy between the two paradigms, and Heyvaerts ( 1990 )
howed that the same mathematical architecture can encompass both.

Solutions to the second issue are more varied. Three forms
f heating exist in MHD. Compressive shocks produce heating.
iscosity damps flows and releases kinetic energy, converting it to

hermal energy, but, in strong magnetic fields, as on the Sun, it is
ighly anisotropic; in particular, flows parallel to the magnetic field
re far more strongly damped than are perpendicular (Braginskii
965 ), with consequences both for MHD instabilities (for example,
uinn, MacTaggart & Simitev 2020 , 2021 ) and for the damping of
av es (for e xample, Russell et al., pri v ate communication). Magnetic

econnection, inside a diffusion region, changes the topology of the
agnetic field, and, in so doing, requires the flow of a current. During

his process, electromagnetic forces do work j · E , comprising the
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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mmediate resistive heating 1 
σ
j 2 and the energy transferred by the 

orentz force, each reducing the electromagnetic energy (where 
j , E , and σ are current density, electric field, and conductivity, 
espectively). Between, on the one hand, combined shock and viscous 
eating and, on the other, Ohmic heating, there is an approximate 
quipartition in the electromagnetic energy dissipated narrowly about 
he reconnecting layer (Priest 2014 ). Greater dissipation, ho we ver, 
s produced outside the diffusion region (Longcope & Tarr 2012 ), 
articularly in the presence of non-zero pressure and finite current 
ayers, as a result of the dynamics instigated by the local reconnection
Longcope & Priest 2007 ; Fuentes-Fern ́andez et al. 2012a ; Fuentes-
ern ́andez, Parnell & Priest 2012b ; Zahid, Parnell & Qamar 2021 ).
ressure gradients steepen as the local temperature is raised. Both 

hese and the Lorentz force will accelerate plasma, and create strong
ows. If fast enough, they may form shocks. Viscosity, in turn, will
ct upon these flows, yielding further heating. Aside from these 
ffects, reconnection contributes to a turbulent state in the magnetic 
eld and plasma, which itself provides heating (Zirker 1993 ). Some 
edley of these, and likely other, processes will be responsible for

he heating produced. 
Aside from these causative inquiries, outstanding questions relate 

o the distributions of nanoflares in time; across the magnetic field 
nd different coronal structures, such as the bright strands composing 
oronal loops; and along or within those structures. 

Frequency of heating events, which can be inferred from the low- 
emperature slope of differential emission measure (DEM) plots 
Car gill 2014 ; Barnes, Car gill & Bradshaw 2016a , b ), e x erts a
ignificant controlling influence upon the temperatures that can be 
ttained. Waiting times between heating events – the ‘nanoflare 
ime’, τ nano. – relative to the typical cooling time-scale of a coronal 
oop, τ cool. , regulate the extent to which loops cool between re-
eating, and therefore the range of temperatures that they can 
ttain. At one e xtreme, v ery-high-frequenc y , or quasi-steady , heat-
ng can sustain approximately constant coronal temperatures. Far 
onger waiting times, on the other hand, allow more magnetic 
nergy to accumulate between each event, and thus these events, 
hen they do occur, are larger and achieve higher temperatures in 

oops, which then cool further, resulting in more varied profiles 
n temperature o v er longer periods (Cargill, Warren & Bradshaw 

015 ). 
Distribution of heating across the magnetic field are significant 

or the transverse structuring of temperature. Coronal loops are 
omposed of several, tightly packed, bright strands, but, because heat 
ux across field lines is limited to negligible levels, their temperatures 
an be very different. Broad DEM profiles (as found, for example, 
y Schmelz, Scott & Rightmire 2008 ), can be explained only by
ultithermal coronal loops (Martens, Cirtain & Schmelz 2002 ). 
Whatever mechanism generates it, heating is very efficiently re- 

istributed and equalized by thermal conduction along the magnetic 
eld. Nevertheless, the locations at which this heating is deposited 
re still of fundamental importance for the stability and dynamic 
volution of coronal loops, particularly for bulk motions along the 
eld, which can be characterized by ablation, in which plasma is
eated and raised from the chromosphere (also known as ‘chromo- 
pheric e v aporation’; Antiochos & Sturrock 1978 ), and draining, in
hich it subsequently falls under gra vity. Uniform distrib utions of
eating are naturally the simplest to study (as in the concurrent early
ork of Craig, McClymont & Underwood 1978 ; Rosner, Tucker & 

aiana 1978 ; Hood & Priest 1979 ), which, dependent upon the level
f heating, can achieve a range of states. Concentrations of heating 
ear the footpoints of coronal loops lead to thermal non-equilibrium 

TNE; Antiochos, MacNeice & Spicer 2000 ), the manifestation in 
oronal loops of thermal runaway (Field 1965 ), and result in the
 v aporation and condensation of plasma (studied, for example, by
 ̈uller, Hansteen & Peter 2003 ; M ̈uller, Peter & Hansteen 2004 ).

uch behaviour can occur in c ycles, observ ed as oscillating pulses
Auch ̀ere et al. 2016b ; Froment 2016 ) and witnessed in coronal rain
reported, long before the theoretical underpinning, by Kawaguchi 
970 ), which is thus a hallmark of the heating distribution (Antolin,
hibata & Vissers 2010 ). 
Starting from a potential field, Reid et al. ( 2018 ) introduce a
odel that self-consistently produces an MHD avalanche, with the 

eneration of significant heating. Moving from a straightened model, 
ith flux tubes connecting two parallel planes (in the style treated
y Parker 1972 ), to a curved potential field, Threlfall, Reid & Hood
 2021 ) extend this, confirming the viability of avalanches in the new,
urved geometry. Here, that work is extended. From an avalanche in
 model of a such magnetic field, resembling an arcade, the heating
s calculated and studied in greater depth. Using the data of this fully
D MHD model, it is possible to explore the composition, scales,
nd distribution of the heating self-consistently generated within 
he curved arcade, looking at the widespread production of heating 
y an avalanche process. Building upon previous discussion of the 
eating in straightened flux tubes (Reid et al. 2020 ), it is possible to
ddress the issue, what bearing does a curved geometry have on the
eating in a coronal arcade? Tentative connections can be drawn with
bserved coronal features, as revealed by the most recent advances 
n instrumentation (such as Solar Orbiter, per M ̈uller et al. 2020 ;
ochus et al. 2020 ). 
Section 2 recapitulates the model studied and the broad evolution 

f the system. Then, Section 3 details the analysis undertaken of
he evolution in the numerical model. Finally, Section 4 identifies 
onclusions, discusses the relation of these points with the wider 
ontext of coronal heating, and considers future avenues expanding 
pon the present work. 

 M E T H O D  

traddling a polarity inversion line, the coronal arcade evolves under 
he MHD equations: 

∂ρ

∂t 
+ ∇ · ( ρv ) = 0 (1a) 

∂ v 

∂t 
+ ρv · ∇ v = −∇p + j × B + F shock + F visc . (1b) 

∂ B 

∂t 
= ∇ × ( v × B ) − ∇ × ( η∇ × B ) (1c) 

∂p 

∂t 
+ v · ∇p = −γp ∇ · v + 

1 

σ
j 2 + q shock + q visc . . (1d) 

ere, a Lagrangian remap scheme, Lare3d v. 3.4.1 (Arber et al. 2001 ,
012 ) solves these equations, in which plasma density is denoted
, velocity v , thermal pressure p , magnetic field B , associated
urrent density j = 

1 
μ0 

∇ × B , vacuum permeability μ0 = 4 π ×
0 −7 H m 

−1 , magnetic dif fusi vity η = 

1 
μ0 σ

, electrical conducti vity
, and ratio of specific heats γ . 
Fixing a certain field strength B 0 , length scale L 0 , and mass

ensity ρ0 determines reference values for all other variables in 
he system. Such normalizing v alues gi ve the dimension-less forms
f the equations, as treated in the code, and are recited in Table 1 . 
Initially, the plasma is isothermal and isochoric, with a magnetic 

eld constructed such that its vertical component reverses over a 
olarity inversion line. Akin to that of Howson, De Moortel &
yfe ( 2020 ), the initial magnetic field is a near-potential arcade.
MNRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 
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M

Table 1. Normalizing quantities. A specific physical quantity, listed in the 
first column, is denoted by the symbol shown in the second and normalized 
with reference to the value in the third column. Here, in addition to the 
symbols defined with equations (1), m i is ionic mass and k B Boltzmann’s 
constant. 

Quantity Symbol Normalizing value 

Magnetic field strength B 0 3 × 10 −3 T 

Mass density ρ0 1.67 × 10 −12 kg m 

−3 

Length scale L 0 25 × 10 6 m 

Alfv ́en speed v A = 

√ 

B 2 0 
μ0 ρ0 

2.07 × 10 6 m s −1 

Alfv ́en traveltime τA = 

L 0 
v A 

12.1 s 

Current density j 0 = 

B 0 
μ0 L 0 

9.55 × 10 −5 A m 

−2 

Energy density W 0 = 

B 2 0 
μ0 

7.16 J m 

−3 

Pressure P 0 = 

B 2 0 
μ0 

7.16 Pa 

Temperature T 0 = 

m i 
k B 

B 2 0 
μ0 ρ0 

5.20 × 10 8 K 

Dynamic viscosity ρ0 
L 2 0 
t 0 

8.65 × 10 1 kg m 

−1 s −1 

Kinematic viscosity 
L 2 0 
t 0 

5.18 × 10 13 m 

2 s −1 

Magnetic dif fusi vity η0 = 

L 2 0 
τA 

5.18 × 10 13 m 

2 s −1 

Magnetic resistivity μ0 
L 2 0 
τA 

6.51 × 10 7 
 m 

Thermal conductivity J m 

−1 s −1 K 

− 7 
2 1.16 × 10 −16 J m 

−1 s −1 K 

− 7 
2 
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umming sev eral F ourier modes here ensures that, at the base, there
s a sufficiently large region of sufficiently vertical field to create
ux tubes out of the initial magnetic field, which fills a domain
 − x max. , x max. ] × [ − y max. , y max. ] × [0, z max. ]. Here, x max. = 1.0,
 max. = 2.0, and z max. = 2.0, with the volume of the domain modelled
n a numerical grid of 512 × 1024 × 512 points. 2 Especially in
 single-threaded case, resolution was varied in order to ensure
ppropriate convergence. That resolution illustrated here is chosen
or comparability with analogous straight cylindrical models (Reid
t al. 2018 ). 

Boundary conditions are periodic in x , and, in y and on the upper
-boundary, impose no flows and zero gradients on other quantities.
erfect conductivity is assumed. 

.1 Driving 

ortical motions are applied within the footpoints of each of seven
ux tubes in the arcade at the lower z-boundary, according to the
orms in equation (4) of Threlfall et al. ( 2021 ), namely: 

 φ ( r, t ) = v 0 f ( r ) D ( t ) (2a) 

 ( r ) = 

{ 

r 
a 

(
1 − r 2 

a 2 

)3 
r ≤ a 

0 r > a 
(2b) 

 ( t ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

0 t ≤ t s 
1 
2 

(
1 − cos 

(
( π( t−t s ) 

t e −t s 

))
t s < t < t e 

1 t ≥ t e . 

. (2c) 

ootpoints are arranged at the base of flux tubes seen in Fig. 1 (a). All
ootpoints have radius a = 0.1 and those at positive polarity are cen-

red around (0, −1.3), (2 a , −1.3), ( − 2 a , −1.3), 
(
a, −1 . 3 + 

√ 

3 a 
)

,

NRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 

 Performing the simulation required around 150 000 CPU-h, using the DiRAC 

PC Facility of the Science & Technology Facilities Council. 

F  

p  

n  
a, −1 . 3 − √ 

3 a 
)

, 
(
−a, −1 . 3 + 

√ 

3 a 
)

, and 
(
−a, −1 . 3 − √ 

3 a 
)

,

or tubes 1 through 7, respectively, thereby achieving the hexagonal
acking shown in Fig. 1 (b). Footpoints at ne gativ e polarity are
ositioned at the same points mirrored in y = 0. These motions
reate curved flux tubes out of the initial field, inject energy through
oynting flux, and stress the tubes until the onset of an instability.
ompared with the previous straightened geometry of modelled flux

ubes, shown in Fig. 1 (c), the distinction is the curvature of the
rcade. For the purpose of this work, all footpoints are twisted in the
ame sense, with those of the central flux tube twisted three times
aster than are those of the rest. After an initial period, during which
he arcade is allowed to relax, slow, smooth, vortical motions are
moothly introduced during a period t s < t < t e . After t e , they remain
onstant. Here, t s = 50 τA and t e = 60 τA . 

.2 Dissipation 

hock viscosities are applied in Lare3d , introducing the force F shock 

n equation ( 1b ). Associated with this is heating term ( q shock ) in
quation ( 1d ). Such terms are more fully recounted by Reid et al.
 2020 ) and Reid ( 2020 ). 

A more general, background viscosity, F visc . , is imposed, damping
ows and contributing heating q visc. (again more fully discussed by
eid 2020 ; Reid et al. 2020 ). For the present attention to heating,

t is noted that this viscous treatment assumes isotropy and applies
 coefficient of dimension-less dynamic viscosity 10 −4 , which, with
he normalization of Table 1 , is equi v alent to 8 . 65 × 10 −3 kg m 

−1 s −1 .
Anomalous resistivity is defined in terms of a variable ζ and is

rescribed abo v e a certain threshold, ζ crit. : 

= 

μ0 | j | 
| B | (3a) 

= 

{
10 −4 ζ > ζcrit. 

0 otherwise 
. (3b) 

n having such a form for triggering resistivity, the objective is to
eparate specific, strong current sheets from the general internal
urrents of flux tubes. Anomalous resistivity in the numerical
odel is abruptly ‘switched on’ in order to reflect the observed

harp enhancement of resistivity in regions of very strong current,
requently attributed to microphysical instabilities. Informed by
revious work on the concept of an MHD avalanche (Reid et al.
018 ), an ideal MHD kink mode, with which is associated significant
wist, is anticipated to trigger the start of reconnection. Therefore, it
s appropriate that ζ is analogous to the twist present in the magnetic
eld. Introducing a dependence of ζ on | B | compensates for the
ertically and longitudinally varying strength of the initial magnetic
eld. As such, it acts similarly across all flux tubes, the lower of
hich will have typically stronger current by reason of the greater
eld strength there. In order to preclude the slipping of footpoints,

here is no resistivity on the bottom boundary. For purposes herein,
crit. = 80.0, chosen such that the threshold is breached by, but not
rior to, the initial MHD instability and its associated current layer. 
Further details of the model are discussed by Threlfall et al. ( 2021 ).

rom that work, the third arrangement (Section 5 therein) is studied
n greater depth here. 

 RESULTS  

ollowing Threlfall et al. ( 2021 ), the vortical motions at the foot-
oints of the coronal loop create smaller flux tubes out of the initial,
ear-potential arcade. Continuous twisting of each flux tube stresses
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Figure 1. (a) Flux tubes in the initial arcade (reproduced from Threlfall et al. 2021 , fig. 6(a)). (b) Arrangement of footpoints at positive polarity on the bottom 

( z = 0) plane ( y < 0, B z > 0). Footpoints at ne gativ e polarity are arranged where y > 0 on the same plane, according to a mirror image across the polarity 
inversion line. In a cross-section above the inversion line (in the x , z-plane above y = 0), the flux tubes initially appear arranged as shown here, mirrored in the 
top boundary. (c) Straightened cylindrical flux tubes, composing a wider coronal loop. In the Parker ( 1972 ) model, coronal loops are represented as consisting 
of field lines or strands between two parallel photospheric planes. (Reproduced from Reid et al. 2021 , fig. 1(a)). 
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he magnetic field, until it reaches a state of marginal stability. Since
t is twisted most quickly, the central flux tube (namely, number 1
n Fig. 1 b) is the first in which this occurs. Further twisting results
n the onset of an ideal MHD instability, and it is this instability
hat triggers the start of the avalanche process. Precisely which 
ype of instability takes place is discussed further in the previous 
ork. Ho we v er, with re gard to the spread of and heating from the

v alanche, it suf fices that an ideal MHD instability takes place.
hereby, strong current sheets are rapidly generated, resulting in 
riven fast magnetic reconnection. Having become unstable, the 
rst flux tube is sharply, radially displaced; becomes disrupted; and 
 xpands be yond its original radius, perturbing, and creating current 
heets in, neighbouring flux tubes which would otherwise remain 
table. Long after the outer flux tubes have been engulfed, the cross-
ection of the coronal loop has expanded far beyond the original 
ircumferences of the individual constituent flux tubes. Complex, 
raided magnetic fields are produced from very smooth, ordered 
otions. Within the expanded seven flux tubes, many substantial 

eating events are produced. 

.1 Energies 

olume-integrated magnetic, kinetic, and internal energies evolve in 
he manner outlined in Threlfall et al. ( 2021 ), and as demonstrated
y their respective evolutions o v er time in Fig. 2 . During the initial
eriod of relaxation, magnetic and internal energies remain steady. 
fter this period ( t = 50 τA ), imposed motions at the boundary

ncrease tangential velocities and engender a Poynting flux, which 
eads to the magnetic energy accumulating. Kinetic energy grows, as 
lfv ́en waves travel along the lengths of the initial flux tubes. When

he rotations have twisted the flux tubes sufficiently, an ideal MHD 

nstability occurs (at t ≈ 120 τA ), and then reconnection begins, 
issipating magnetic energy, which is seen sharply to fall, and kinetic 
nergy rapidly, exponentially grows, through rapid outflows from 

he reconnection site. Consequent Ohmic, and enhanced shock and 
iscous, heating raise the internal energy more quickly than did the 
eak viscous heating and the damping of slow flows prior to the

nstability. 
Continuous driving maintains a time-dependent Poynting flux 3 and 
agnetic energy therefore continues a predominantly upward trend. 
trong heating events punctuate this rise, seen by sharp ‘spikes’ in
eating (Fig. 3 ) and correlated with surges in kinetic energy. 

.2 Instantaneous heating 

or the numerical experiment at hand, Fig. 3 shows the components
f heating. Both the viscous and the Ohmic are manifestly time-
ependent, although the latter is far more intermittent. Flows through- 
ut the domain are constantly being damped by uniform viscosity. 
urrents, on the other hand, are largely free to grow, checked by
hmic dissipation only when very strong. Magnetic energy is able to
MNRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 
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Figure 3. Total heating produced in the arcade, plotted against time and 
decomposed into its shock (red), viscous (magenta), and Ohmic (green) 
constituents. In light of the several orders of magnitude spanned, heating 
is plotted on a logarithmic scale. 
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row between major events of Ohmic heating. As more energy can
uild between these events, more energy is released by each of them.

In light of the fact that these forms of heating evolve in time, the
elative balance does so also, in the fashion shown in Fig. 4 (a), which
lots cumulative, or time-integrated, changes in internal energy: 

increase in 
hermal energy = 

•
V 

ρε d V −
•

V 

ρε d V 

∣∣∣∣
t= 0 

= 

∫ t 

0 

•
V 

Q shock d V d t ′ ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
shock heating 

+ 

∫ t 

0 

•
V 

Q visc . d V d t ′ ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
viscous heating 

+ 

∫ t 

0 

•
V 

j 2 

σ
d V d t ′ ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 

Ohmic heating 

− ( γ − 1 ) 
∫ t 

0 

•
V 

P ∇ · v d V d t ′ ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
adiabatic cooling 

. (4) 

y the end of the simulation, the increase in internal energy is
2.7 per cent from shock heating, 45.6 per cent from viscous, and
.9 per cent from Ohmic. Work done against the local gradient in ther-
al pressure, v · ∇p, contributes the remaining cooling. 4 Broadly,

his remains in line with the previous, straightened model of an
valanche (Reid et al. 2018 ), wherein the Ohmic heating was
imilarly responsible for only 4.2 per cent. 

One of the most remarkable aspects of the heating is shown in
ig. 4 (b). Steadily, a very stable fraction of the energy that is injected

hrough Poynting flux is dissipated through heating, leading to the
ccumulation of internal energy. Approximately 55 per cent of the
oynting flux is converted, directly or indirectly, 5 to thermal energy.
uring the disruption of the flux tubes, a complex, braided state

n the magnetic field is achieved, which continues to evolve as the
riving velocities are continuously applied. Such a steady fraction
NRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 

 alongside a small numerical error, which, across the complete system, 
epresents, at its greatest, 0.0704 per cent of the total energy. 
 Magnetic energy, from the Poynting flux, can be converted to internal energy 
ither directly via Ohmic dissipation, or first to kinetic energy via the Lorentz 
orce, and thereafter to internal energy via viscous damping of flows. 

h  

w  

e  

a  

t  

w  

C  
f flux dissipated shows that this braided magnetic field possesses
 robust efficiency in converting the energy injected into therma
 energy. 

.3 Spatial distribution of heating 

n order to compare how heating varies in space, Fig. 5 shows
ontours of the heating in the mid-plane, at the apex of the loop,
nd a plane cutting along the length of the loops. Long after the
erger of all flux tubes, these contours show how heating density

aries (a) in x and z and (b) in y and z. 
Looking at a cross-section of the loop, it is evident that a

background’ level of heating (at ≈ 2 × 10 −4 W 0 τ
−1 
A ) prevails across

he amalgamated cross-sectional area of the flux tubes. Within this
ontinuum, there are small regions of notably far more intense
eating, associated with enhanced current, in some places by a
actor of 20 ( ≈ 4 × 10 −3 W 0 τ

−1 
A ). While the background lacks

ny characteristic morphology, these enhanced features are thin,
urved wisps in the plane. Crescent-like shapes appear to follow
he generally twisted magnetic field, given the velocities imposed at
he footpoints. 

Viewing the loop from the side, Fig. 5 (b) shows a cut along its
ength, as it curves over the polarity inversion line. Aside from a
mall B x component, caused by the twisting, the magnetic field
ies, initially entirely and thereafter predominantly, in this y , z-
lane. Along the loop, behaviour appears similar to that in this
ross-section. Weaker, but persistent, heating exists as a contin-
um that fills most of the loop’s volume. Inside that structure,
arrow, elongated layers of enhanced heating are evident, which
ppear to be strongly field-aligned. Such intense heating is the
onsequence of Ohmic dissipation and enhanced viscous damp-
ng about strong, field-aligned current layers, which continually
orm. 

Representing the same data, with colours on a linear, instead of
 logarithmic, scale, as in Figs 5 (c) and (d), shows that heating
s narrowly concentrated in small, intense localities. In contrast,
he wider background heating is far weaker, associated with en-
rgy densities several orders of magnitude smaller. In order to
eparate the effect of the avalanche among multiple flux tubes
rom the process in one flux tube, this multi-stranded model is
ompared with an analogous, single-stranded numerical experiment,
n which the variation of heating and its concentrations are similar,
lthough the region across which this occurs is, unsurprisingly,
maller. 

Analogous contours of current, in Fig. 6 , make plain that current is
arrowly concentrated in very fine layers, in the mid-plane at the apex
f the loop. Strongly curved, these appear as arc-like wisps, largely
ollowing the directional preference imposed by the rotation. On the
ther hand, along the length of flux tubes, the current is elongated
long the magnetic field. In such a plane, its form resembles that of
he heating. Ho we ver, heating arises in layers far more diffuse than
hose narrower structures in which current is strong; strong currents,
hrough magnetic reconnection, instigate further processes that lead
o wider, and greater, total heating. 

With a view to comparison with observations, Fig. 7 shows the
eating integrated separately in each coordinate. As such, it shows
here hot plasma is likely to arise when viewing the arcade from

ach direction, namely from abo v e, along the lengths of the flux tubes,
nd from the side, representing different lines of sight. Features in
he heating so integrated are significantly broader and more diffuse,
ith much of the fineness of the structure lost in the integration.
umulative heating and thus greater temperatures form hot patches
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Figure 4. Time-integrated heating produced in the arcade (a) by component, as each contributes to the net increase in thermal energy; and (b) as a fraction of 
time-integrated Poynting flux. In (a), the increase in internal energy (cyan, dashed) is plotted, alongside the contributions from total heating (blue) and from the 
individual components thereof, shock (red), viscous (magenta), and Ohmic heating (green). In (b), the fraction represents the proportion of injected energy that 
has been dissipated. 
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f plasma, far wider than the infinitesimal field lines and individual 
trands that are responsible for them. 

By averaging in two coordinate directions, one can see how heating 
ensity varies in the remaining direction. Fig. 8 displays averaged 
eating against each coordinate direction, at several times. First, in x ,
eating is persistently concentrated in the central part of the domain. 
t the earliest time, this is clearly concentrated within the radius
f the central flux tube. Thereafter, as the more slowly energized 
uter tubes also become disrupted, significant heating emerges more 
roadly across all seven, which heating is spread fairly evenly among 
hem. In y , heating first appears very strongly above the footpoints
f the central flux tube. Waves propagating along the flux tubes 
ontribute viscous heating, and the imposition of the velocities at 
he base is responsible for some shocks. Later, heating progressively 
preads along the length of the flux tubes, becoming marginally 
tronger at the apex, but broadly of similar intensity along the coronal
ength of flux tubes. 

Averaged heating varying in z shows a similar pattern. First, at 
he earliest time before the initial instability, heating is fractionally 
reater at the footpoints. Ho we ver, it increases rapidly and concen-
rates at the apex. At low z, by contrast, heating never rises far abo v e
he weak level produced prior to instability by the viscous dissipation
f slow flows. 
Around the line-tied footpoints, heating is naturally weaker, with 

lo wer flo ws and lesser current, where the field is largely vertical
nd the velocities chiefly the tangential ones imposed. At the apex, 
elocity and magnetic fields evolve more dynamically, producing the 
arrow structures and shorter length scales that give rise to greater 
eating. 
Fig. 9 shows the variations of the magnitude of current density in

 and in z. In these, the very similar distribution of currents further
larifies this point. Current is significant near the footpoints and 
pex, but noticeably greatest mid-way between the footpoints and the 
pex. In the initial magnetic configuration, rather than matching the 
emicircular shape with which loops are often approximated (Reale 
014 ), the magnetic field is more sharply curved at a point between
he largely vertical field at the footpoints and the flatter field at the
 a  
pex. Current density is accordingly stronger there, whereas, along a 
emicircle, the degree of curvature and the strength of current would
e even. Since Ohmic heating contributes only a small proportion of
he total, the fact that heating demonstrates a far larger range in orders
f magnitude along the flux tubes than does the current, demonstrates
he additional stratification in shocks and rapid flows, which are more
ikely at greater heights. Kinetic energy, notably greatest around 
 = 0.8–1.1, where the flux tubes reach their highest, attests to
his. 

.4 Composition of velocities 

inetic energy is decomposed in Fig. 10 into these components, each
eing sho wn e volving with time. Because, in coronal conditions, the
hysical parallel viscous coefficient is several orders of magnitude 
arger than the perpendicular (Braginskii 1965 ), heating would be 
elatively greater when the flows are proportionally more aligned 
ith the magnetic field. 
At times of enhanced heating, kinetic energy peaks, and a greater

hare of this kinetic energy is associated with flows aligned with the
agnetic field; that is, parallel kinetic energy experiences a relatively 

reater enhancement than does perpendicular. Accordingly, a truly, 
hysically anisotropic viscosity should reveal even greater heating 
t those times. 

.5 Field alignment 

trong magnetic fields, such as those that are present in the solar
tmosphere, constrain conduction of heat to be almost entirely along 
agnetic field lines (Spitzer & H ̈arm 1953 ; Spitzer 1962 ). Therefore,

he longitudinal distribution of heating is most important. 
With a view to studying the distribution of heating along magnetic

eld lines, many field lines are integrated, from seed points within
he footpoints on the positive-polarity base, in each of the flux tubes
hat compose the larger structure of the loop. Each is followed until

eeting the lower plane on the other side of the PIL. Seeds are
dv ected o v er time, according to the prescribed form of the driving
MNRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 
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Figure 5. Contours of total heating, shown (a) and (c) in the x , z-plane at y = 0 (in the cross-section through the apex of the loop) and (b) and (d) in the y , 
z-plane at x = 0 (along the length of the loop). In (a) and (b), heating is shaded according to the logarithmic scale indicated and in (c) and (d) according to the 
linear scale indicated, but o v er the same range. Any heating recorded below a small threshold on the colour bar, here of 10 −8 W 0 τ

−1 
A , is linearly shaded white. 

Figure 6. Contours of the magnitude of current density, shown (a) in the x , z-plane at y = 0 (the cross-section through the apex of the loop) and (b) in the y , 
z-plane at x = 0 (along the length of the loop). In contrast to heating, current spans a limited range in orders of magnitude and is shaded according to the linear 
colour bar shown. Here, the fineness of the structuring reflects the very narrow, localized current layers. 
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Figure 7. Contours of total heating, integrated (a) in z, as looking on the arcade from abo v e; (b) in y , as looking along the lengths of the flux tubes, across the 
polarity inversion line; and (c) in x , as looking at the arcade from the side. As in Fig. 5 , heating is shaded according to the logarithmic scale indicated. Once 
more, any heating recorded below a small threshold on the colour bar, here of 10 −8 W 0 τ

−1 
A , is linearly shaded white. 

Figure 8. Heating as it varies (a) in x , (b) in y , (c) in z, and (d) in θ = tan −1 
(
− z 

y 

)
. Heating is averaged in two coordinate directions and plotted against 

the last. Represented is heating at t = 140 τA (blue; shortly before the initial instability); at t = 160 τA (red; as the flux tubes in the central row merge); at 
t = 190 τA (green; after the tubes in the lower row have been affected); at t = 230 τA (magenta; as one tube in the upper row is affected); at t = 260 τA (cyan; 
slightly later after this); at t = 290 τA (yellow; after all tubes have been affected); and averaged in time (dashed black). Heating is plotted here on logarithmic 
scales. Considering each coordinate, variation is considered, in order to highlight where and how heating is concentrated. For the final plot, θ is an approximate 
reflection of distance along the approximately circular flux tubes. 
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elocity, such that the field lines traced are theoretically the same 
nes for the duration of the simulation. Each form of heating admitted
ithin MHD is calculated, as a function of position along each field
ine. i  
Fig. 11 illustrates the heating along a field line in the central flux
ube, which is the first to undergo instability, and along one in the fifth
ube, which lies nearer to the polarity inversion line, in the lower row
n the cross-section in y = 0. Several features are notable. First, even
MNRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 
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Figure 9. Current density as it varies (a) in y , (b) in z, and (c) in θ = tan −1 
(
− z 

y 

)
. Current plotted against one coordinate is averaged in other directions. In 

contrast to heating, current spans a limited range in orders of magnitude and is plotted against a linear scale. Each plot shows variation of current in space, and 
therefore where current concentrates. As in Fig. 8 , θ is an approximate reflection of distance along the approximately circular flux tubes. 

Figure 10. (a) Kinetic energy density as it varies in z. (b) Total kinetic energy (blue), and components parallel (red) and perpendicular (green) to the magnetic 
field, plotted against time. (c) Proportion of total kinetic energy in flows parallel to the magnetic field, plotted against time. For (a), kinetic energy density is 
averaged in x and in y , and plotted against z. In contrast to heating, kinetic energy spans a limited range in orders of magnitude and is plotted against a linear 
scale. Where kinetic energy is high, there is a concentration of kinetic energy at such height in the arcade. 

Figure 11. Field-aligned heating in the (a) first and (b) fifth flux tubes. Contours of heating are produced according to the logarithmic colour bar shown. On 
the horizontal axis is distance along each field line; on the vertical, time. Here, s is defined as distance along each field line, normalized such that s ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. 
Once more, any heating recorded below a small threshold on the colour bar, here of 10 −7 W 0 τ

−1 
A , is linearly shaded white. 
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Figure 12. Field-aligned heating along a field line in the central flux tube, in this case at t = 155 τA . Shock, viscous, and Ohmic heating are plotted, respectively, 
in red, magenta, and green. In light of the orders of magnitude spanned, heating is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Although also in the first flux tube, the field 
line here represented is not the same as that in Fig. 11 (a). In (b), precisely the same heating is shown as in (a), with the range focused around one of the two 
major events and with markers indicating the concentration of points along the field line within the reconnecting event. 
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n this representation, heating is evidently stronger in the first tube 
han in the fifth. Secondly, particularly in the flux tubes other than the
entral, 6 heating, insofar as it shows any spatial preference, is con- 
entrated away from footpoints. Thirdly, heating varies in magnitude 
reatly, from a smooth continuum pre v ailing across most of the field
ine at most times, to heating associated with major events, which 
s strongly enhanced, particularly by the occurrence of magnetic 
econnection. 

One sample field line, illustrated in Fig. 12 , features a particularly
nteresting property, sometimes seen, both physically and in models. 
t the same time, in the instantaneous snapshot in the figure, there

s a general, high level of heating along the field line. Two locations
long the field line show far stronger bursts of Ohmic heating, an
rder of magnitude larger than the viscous, where reconnection 
ccurs twice along the same strand. Were it included in the model,
hermal conduction would rapidly smooth the consequent variation 
n temperature. 

While making only a marginal direct contribution itself to heating, 
1 
σ
j 2 , magnetic reconnection is instrumental as a trigger for other 
rocesses, which are more significant contributors. Although any 
ne event or instance of reconnection is small and isolated, its
f fects o we much to the fact that it can occur simultaneously in
e veral isolated ‘pockets’. Cumulati vely, these e vents can be of great
onsequence. 

Rather than study one, infinitesimal field line, it is more in-
ormative to consider the average across several. Flux tubes are 
atural units within which to average field-aligned heating. There- 
ore, field-aligned heating, as a function of time and of dis-
ance along each field line, Q ( s , t ), is averaged over all field
ines in a flux tube. Fig. 13 (a) shows the temporally averaged
eating, 

¯
 ( s ) = 

1 

t end . − 0 

∫ t end . 

0 
Q ( s, t ) d t , (5a) 
 In this respect, all surrounding flux tubes are similar to the fifth. 

l  

c  

7

hen av eraged o v er all field lines traced in each tube. Likewise,
ig. 13 (b) shows the spatially averaged, 

¯
 ( t ) = 

1 

L − 0 

∫ L 

0 
Q ( s, t ) d s , (5b) 

again averaged over all field lines in each tube. 
Most notably, but not solely, in the central flux tube, heating is

reater within the higher, coronal part of the tubes, and weaker near
he footpoints. Several factors contribute to this. Partly as a result of
he largely vertical field, currents near the footpoints are generally 
ess intense. Near the line-tied boundaries, velocities are slower, 
hich, accordingly, give rise to lesser shock and viscous heating. For

his reason, the heating is generally weaker further from the inversion
ine, around y = ±1.3, where the footpoints are centred, and nearer
 = 0. In part, this is an illustration of the fact that heating, although
pread o v er a volume within the domain larger than that initially
ccupied by the flux tubes, remains most pre v alent within those
ux tubes, into which non-potential energy is continually injected. 
ev ertheless, o v er time, heating becomes stronger in a wider part of

he domain, as seen by the sequential line cuts at progressively later
imes (Fig. 8 ). Prior to the first instability, viscous damping of waves
long the flux tubes gives steady heating, which is intensified and
ade more impulsive at different times in each flux tube, according

o when they undergo instability or are affected by their neighbours,
s the case may be. 

.6 Time-scales associated with heating 

ig. 14 shows a Fourier transform of the volume-integrated, global 
eating in the arcade. Without prominent peaks associated with any 
articular frequencies, it appears that there is no distinct or preferred
requency for heating; that is to say, no specific ‘nanoflare time’.
ather, heating exists across a continuum of frequencies. Confidence 

evels on the power spectrum are found by fitting a noise model
ombining a white noise, a kappa distribution, 7 and a power law
MNRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 

 such as discussed by Li v adiotis ( 2017 ). 
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Figure 13. Heating as a function of (a) distance along flux tubes and (b) time, showing spatiotemporal variation. In (a), heating along each field line in a given 
flux tube is averaged in time, and then this function averaged over all field lines in the flux tube. In (b), similarly, heating is averaged along the length of each 
field line, then the average taken over all field lines in each flux tube. Flux tubes 1 through 7 are plotted in blue, red, green, magenta, cyan, yellow, and black, 
respectively. Position along the lengths of field lines, s , is defined as for Fig. 11 . In (a), the peak of 3 . 23 × 10 −4 W 0 τ

−1 
A occurs at s = 0.395. Otherwise, the 

range in heating spanned across the several flux tubes is more readily shown on a linear scale. In light of the orders of magnitude spanned, heating in (b) is 
plotted on a logarithmic scale. 

Figure 14. Fourier transform of total heating, as is shown in Fig. 3 . Solid 
black shows the power spectrum, with a fitted background noise model 
(solid green), which is a combination of power law (dashed yellow), a kappa 
distribution (dashed red), and white noise (dashed orange), and a 95 per cent 
confidence interval (solid blue) (all fitted per Auch ̀ere et al. 2016a ; Threlfall 
et al. 2017 ). Dominant frequencies would appear as peaks abo v e confidence; 
lack thereof indicates aperiodicity. 
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according to the procedure described by Auch ̀ere et al. 2016a ;
hrelfall, De Moortel & Conlon 2017 ). Such confidence levels

einforce the conclusion of a lack of any periodicity, as the power
pectrum breaches the 95 per cent level indicating significance only
n a single bin, where the fitting is a poor match to the background. 

That no preferred time-scale between events emerges is the result
f several factors. First, rather than focusing upon one locality,
lobal heating is studied, integrated over the complete volume and
ll variations, such as those in velocity, within it; different parts
f the volume may be at different stages of evolution. Secondly,
o single mechanism determines the heating; instead, it is the co-
ction of a number of processes, each with different typical periods.
NRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 
hirdly, when focusing upon the ‘frequency’ as done in Fig. 14 , the
ourier transform accounts also for the magnitude of the heating
ignal involved. 

Addressing this last point, the concept of a typical time-scale for
he recurrence of heating could be understood either as the reciprocal
f the heating frequency, in which case there is clearly none, or,
lternatively, as the typical ‘waiting time’ between events. In the latter
ase, the magnitude of heating does not influence the calculations.
aiting time is often considered in literature on the topic (as, for

xample, by Barnes et al. 2016a , b ). 
Ohmic heating is the thermal signature of magnetic reconnection,

hich instigates complex, individual events that elevate the heating
bo v e the otherwise smooth continuum of shock and viscous heating.
n instantaneous plots of total heating, this is evident for the
arly major events. Before the shock and viscous heating intensify
harply, Ohmic heating emerges. Most obviously, this is seen in
ig. 3 , in which Ohmic dissipation first arises at t = 145 . 5 τA ; the
ombined heating from shocks and from viscosity peaks thereafter
t t = 151 . 5 τA . 

Using this property, one can take the beginning of Ohmic heating
s representing the start of each major ev ent, abo v e the persistent
ackground. Given these, the waiting times between such events,
etween the end of one burst and the start of the next, are readily
tudied statistically. How such times vary is shown in the histogram
n Fig. 15 . Superimposed upon that histogram is a best-fitting,
wo-part power law, around a free pivot point. Once more, it is
een, now specifically in relation to Ohmic dissipation, that heating
rises without a preferred time-scale. Throughout the course of the
imulation, events recur with an apparently scale-free distribution of
imes between them. Considering the variation of the magnitude
f heating with the delay between heating events (not shown),
 weak trend emerges, with longer delays slightly more likely
o precede larger heating events, especially with regard to the
maller events, aside from the initial distributions of individual flux
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Figure 15. Histogram of waiting times between Ohmic heating events, with 
a two-part power-law fitted, having indices −2.678 ± 1.22 × 10 −2 and 
−1.079 ± 9.65 × 10 −2 around a fitted pivot at 0 . 184 τA . Times studied are 
the delays between successive bursts of Ohmic dissipation. 
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8 Indeed, on the largest scales, as in solar flares, heating about shocks can 
suffice to explain the increase in thermal energy (as in the model of Cargill & 

Priest 1983 ). 
9 In particular, the latter can be difficult to set most rigorously and with great 
physical justification, on account of present limits on computational power. 
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.7 Scales of heating 

istograms of the intensities of heating are shown in Fig. 16 ,
t different times throughout the simulation, and averaged over 
ll times. As the first instability takes hold, there is an ele v ated
oncentration of heating at larger energies; this first instability, 
vidently independent of other flux tubes, contains the greatest 
mount of energy. Later, as other flux tubes are disrupted, the 
ndi vidual e vents are less pronounced. Since those flux tubes are not
ufficiently stressed to undergo an MHD instability independently, 
ut are perturbed by a neighbouring flux tube, they store less energy
nd hence are able to provide only weaker heating. 

Following the disruption of all flux tubes (in Fig. 16 c), the system
uickly settles into a persistent distribution of energies, characterized 
y a power-law-like form. At later times, this changes little (hence the
esemblance of the histogram in Fig. 16 (c) to the temporal average in
ig. 16 (d)). A best-fitting slope to this distribution has a slope −1.61.
ignificantly, this is shallower than −2.0, and hence indicates that en- 
rgy is primarily released in larger events. Breaking the heating into 
ts components, the shock and viscous heating act together to provide 
 lo w le vel of heating. Ho we ver limited in spatial extent and duration,
he most intense heating is associated with Ohmic dissipation. In this
ay, the magnitudes of the two forms of heating show almost disjoint 
istributions. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S ,  DISCUSSION,  A N D  F U T U R E  

O R K  

rom a self-consistent, 3D MHD simulation of nanoflare-like en- 
rgetic release, the composition, distribution, and scales of heating 
n the corona have been analysed. Several facts emerge from this
nalysis. 

.1 Primary results 

eturning to the moti v ating questions as to the original cause of the
echanisms underpinning and the spatiotemporal distributions of 

eating, the present analysis gives much insight. Such an MHD model 
s limited in how far it can address the cause of and microphysical
rocesses involved in heating. Ho we ver, it is fully capable of studying
he timing and location of this heating. In addition to these questions,
e veral ne w features of interests emerge. In particular, it is e vident: 

(i) that magnetic reconnection is the process instigating the small, 
ndi vidual e vents, but that the majority of the heating, in fact, pro-
eeds from fluid processes such as viscosity, jets, and the associated
urbulence; 

(ii) that, after the transition to non-linear evolution, a state is 
uickly achieved in which a steady fraction of the injected energy is
fficiently thermalized; 

(iii) that, rather than showing any dominant periodicity or typical 
requency, heating emerges evenly across all time-scales; 

(iv) that heating is narrowly confined by the structure of the 
agnetic field, with features showing a prominent field-alignment; 
(v) that heating is fairly even throughout the majority of the 

oronal part of the loop, but, near the footpoints, weakened by the
ffects of line-tying on velocity and current; 

(vi) that heating can occur simultaneously in several patches, 
ncluding along the same strands, in analogy with some of the recent
bservations from new instruments, such as Solar Orbiter. 

.2 Discussion and future work 

ith regard to the composition of heating, viscous heating, both 
round shocks and from a general background damping, is shown 
o be predominant o v er direct Ohmic heating. In conformity with
revious work and with a pattern evident in literature (Longcope 
004 , 2011 , 2013 ; Craig & Litvinenko 2005 ; Litvinenko 2006 ;
ongcope & Tarr 2012 ; Bareford et al. 2016 ; Rempel 2017 ), magnetic

econnection is a crucial trigger of, but not a dominant mechanism
or, the release of energy. Here, Ohmic heating, the immediate and
irect consequence of magnetic reconnection, is responsible for only 
 very small proportion of the total heating, an order of magnitude
maller than the other forms considered; shock and viscous heating 
re relatively much more significant. 8 While exact values will vary, 
ometimes greatly, between authors, simulations, and parameter 
egimes, 9 this principle holds, and is consistent among studies. Thus, 
econnection is not the greatest contributor to heating, but rather 
he facilitator of those processes that are. With the incorporation 
n the model of kinetic processes, which are innately beyond the
cope of MHD, this effect would likely be enhanced: immediate, 
hmic conversion of magnetic to thermal energy will, in addition 

o the other processes that MHD does study, occur alongside the
ransfer of energy into accelerated particles, especially electrons, 
hich can account for a significant share in the partition of energy

eleased within the corona (Aschwanden et al. 2017 ) and may
ubsequently lead to the dissipation of that energy via processes 
uch as brehmsstrahlung (as, for example, in the work of Birn et al.
009 ). Kinetic effects would further elucidate ion-scale turbulence, 
nother possible contributor to heating (Landi et al. 2020 ). 

Patently, the incorporated resistive model may plausibly be a 
ignificant factor in determining the share of heating from direct 
hmic dissipation. Nev ertheless, the o v erwhelming dominance, in 
rders of magnitude, of viscous processes o v er Ohmic makes the
resent conclusion, namely that its role is as an enabler of, not as
 major conduit for , con version of energy, more robust. In addition,
MNRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 
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Figure 16. Histograms of heating within the domain. Values of heating are taken from each computational cell, and binned across the logarithmic range 
indicated. Times shown are (a) t = 140 (around the time of the first instability), (b) t = 230 (after the lower two rows have been destabilized), and (c) t = 400 
(after all flux tubes have been destabilized). In (d), the distributions of heating are averaged over all times, with the blue line showing total heating, the red shock 
heating, the magenta viscous heating, and the green Ohmic heating. To total heating, a power law is fitted (shown dashed), having slope −1.60 ± 1.54 × 10 −3 . 
Across different heating intensities, the variation shows the typical scale of heating. 
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ome evidence and argument strengthens this further, by showing
otal heating to exhibit an appreciable degree of independence of the
arameters (Gudiksen & Nordlund 2005 ). 
More than half of the injected energy is converted to heating.

side from this, the remaining proportion is split between increasing
he magnetic energy abo v e the initial, potential energy, and kinetic
nergy. Even as free magnetic energy is dissipated, the total never
alls to the minimal obtainable energy, being that of the initial
otential field. Kinetic energy, initially zero, never again vanishes,
s shown in Fig. 2 . 

After the main progress of the avalanche, the proportion of
njected energy dissipated persists steadily. Since this fraction does
NRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 
ot continue to rise, it is evident that the system never reaches
 state wherein all further energy injected is dissipated; that is
o say, no steady state in magnetic energy is attained, albeit that
he growth of magnetic energy slows substantially. Lack of a
teady state is a significant caveat in response to suggestions of
elf-organized criticality, which have hitherto moti v ated studies of
valanches. As formulated by Bak, Tang & Wiesenfeld ( 1987 ), the
heory anticipates a quasi-steady, ‘minimally stable’ state, in which
dditional driving leads to dissipation, whereby the system returns to
ts previous state. No true steady state in energetics, ho we ver, can be
chieved in the absence of thermodynamic losses from the system, in
articular optically thin radiation; thermal energy otherwise grows
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onotonically. Thermal terms, which would help to allow for a 
teady state, aside, it is likely that one of the causes for which there
s no steady state is that imposed velocities may inject energy more
uickly than the system can dissipate it, as well as more quickly
han do true photospheric velocities. 10 Aside from this stands the 
uestion, equally important for concepts of self-organized criticality, 
f the triggering dissipative condition or mechanism, which, in this 
aradigm, would reduce and redistribute magnetic energy. Accord- 
ngly, further physical realism in this aspect of the model is necessary
efore one can comment decisively on prospects for self-organized 
riticality. 

As are most heating mechanisms in realistic, inhomogeneous 
onditions, the heating generated here is highly impulsive (Klimchuk 
006 ). Demonstrably intermittent, heating is also irregular: no typical 
eating frequency, nor dominant, preferred waiting time between 
 vents, is e vident. Rather, a continuous spectrum of frequencies 
merges. In that respect, the mechanism for coronal heating presented 
ere, proceeding from an MHD avalanche, is capable of explaining 
oth high- and low-frequency heating, and produces instances of 
ach within close proximity of each other. Such a spectrum supports
he idea that the same processes, occurring in plasma with different 
arameters, is responsible for small- and large-scale energy release. 
Local variation in this respect is manifest between neighbouring 

trands, some reaching quasi-steady, moderate coronal temperatures, 
nd others demonstrating very strongly heated plasma. While the 
ormer is consistent with high-frequency heating, the latter is 
haracteristic of low-frequency heating by nanoflares (dubbed the 
smoking gun’ of nanoflares, by Bradshaw & Klimchuk 2011 ). 

Further exploring spatial aspects, heating is quite evenly dispersed 
n the corona, and of fairly uniform magnitude. Near the footpoints,
t is slightly weaker. In part, the largely vertical field hosts weaker
urrents, but, aside from that, velocities are faster in the higher 
arts of the domain, less constrained by the line-tied boundaries, 
ear which the evolution is dominated by a series of equilibria 
roduced by the slow driving, which has time-scales far longer than 
he faster Alfv ́enic time-scales associated with the dynamic evolution 
hat is responsible for heating. Significantly, there is no evidence of
ootpoint-concentrated heating, of the kind linked with thermal non- 
quilibrium (TNE). In addition, the fact of a ubiquitous continuum of
background’ heating can act to suppress TNE (Johnston et al. 2019 ).
n the other hand, since this is a purely coronal model, additional

hromospheric processes may yet enable a stratification in heating 
as seen by Breu et al. 2022 ). Among these are partial ionization,
mbipolar dif fusion, and Co wling resisti vity, which can materially 
ffect heating through mechanisms such as the damping of waves 
nd dissipative instabilities (Khomenko 2017 ), and are particularly 
ertinent in the case of the Ohmic heating, already observed to be
esponsible for significant chromospheric heating (Louis et al. 2021 ). 
uch an effect, if present, would, ho we ver, need to compensate for,
nd to heat, the far greater chromospheric mass. Another effect 
lausibly introducing a difference in the heating is cross-sectional 
xpansion of the flux tube with height about the surface. While 
oth single- and multistranded cases see expansion, with the apices 
ider than the footpoints, partly as a result of the initial magnetic
eld and partly as a result of the dynamics, the effect is subtle.
ith gravitational stratification, this effect may be enhanced, and the 

mplications for thermodynamic evolution merit detailed attention 
as given by Cargill et al. 2021 ). 
0 With the current model, ho we ver, boundary conditions approach more 
ealistic speeds than have previously been used in such simulations. 

1

a
t
m

Integrated along individual coordinate directions, which mimic 
rospective lines of sight, heating acts to produce the appearance 
f patchy hot plasma. Associated with this would be brighter 
mission, of greater intensity, either in forward modelling or in 
ctual observations of these processes and behaviours. Evidently, 
bservable patterns are much broader than their physical causes, 
nd so prospects for these signatures being within observational 
esolution are promising. 

In light of recent instrumental advances, in particular the closer 
maging provided by Solar Orbiter since its launch in 2020 (M ̈uller
t al. 2020 ), an aspect of the results of timely note is the fact that
oth reconnection and heating can occur disjointly along coronal 
trands, as e x emplified in instantaneous, field-aligned heating. With 
he Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI; Rochus et al. 2020 ) on board
olar Orbiter, many distinct brightenings have been reported in the 

ow corona and in the high chromosphere, likened to, and thus named, 
campfires’ (by Berghmans et al. 2021 ). Demonstrating coronal 
emperatures and indicative of heated plasma, these brightenings 
orm elongated structures (Zhukov et al. 2021 ). Precisely as sim-
lations illustrate here, these have been reported as occurring, in 
ome instances, simultaneously at multiple discrete points along 
trands. 11 Nascent evidence supports the extension of the range 
f nanoflare-like events to lower energies and smaller scales, un- 
eiling increasingly fine scales and contributing to heating of the 
ransition region and corona (Podladchikova et al., in preparation). 12 

reviously, similar brightenings, seen with imaging from IRIS (the 
nterface Region Imaging Spectrograph; De Pontieu et al. 2014 ) have
lso been linked with comparable instances of reconnection-induced 
eating (Bahauddin, Bradshaw & Winebarger 2021 ). 
Although (single-fluid) MHD assumes one scalar temperature, 

ather than distinguishing between parallel and perpendicular tem- 
eratures, T � and T ⊥ 

, significant variation can nevertheless emerge 
etween components of flows parallel and perpendicular to the mag- 
etic field. In separating flows into those parallel and perpendicular to
he magnetic field, parallel velocity e vidently sho ws greater increase
uring the stronger heating events, which, physically, would give rise 
o brighter emission and appear prominent amidst the general, quies- 
ent level of heating prevalent across much of the solar atmosphere.
n addition to this, the velocity along field lines, v � , is an important
uantity in the evolution of loops: during cycles of chromospheric 
 v aporation and condensation, it raises plasma to fill, and then drains
enser plasma from, the coronal heights of the loop. Incorporating 
hermal conduction would increase parallel velocity substantially, 
hrough processes of ablation, thereby further enhancing this effect. 
s such, these events would see relatively more intense viscous dissi-
ation, still further increasing the dominance of viscous o v er Ohmic
eating. Perpendicular flows are less evident during these events, thus 
aking perpendicular ‘reconnection jets’, being transverse to the 
agnetic field (as reported by Antolin et al. 2021 ), potentially very

hallenging to discern from flows along the loop (which difficulty is
iscussed by Reid et al. 2021 ). Any increase in parallel velocity has
ubstantial consequences for heating, because anisotropic viscosity 
n magnetized plasmas dissipates it far more readily than it does
erpendicular. Although numerical simulations are often constrained 
o take Reynolds numbers far smaller than the physical, the imposed
MNRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 

Podlachikova, O. (private communication). 
2 With particular regard to the location of heating, as related here, campfires 
re perceived to have temperatures T ≈ 10 6 K, and are apparently concen- 
rated about the apex of lower lying loops, abo v e the strongest quiet-Sun 

agnetic fields of the chromospheric network (Berghmans et al. 2021 ). 
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iscosity does approach coefficients realistic for the parallel compo-
ent. Whereas a coefficient 1 . 15 × 10 −3 kg m 

−1 s −1 is here imposed,
he chosen normalizing field strength and density, and assuming
 typical temperature T i = 10 6 K, would give physical coefficients
 . 10 × 10 −3 kg m 

−1 s −1 (according to the expressions of Braginskii
965 ). 
Size and intensity of heating ‘events’ fall in consistent distribu-

ions. Loosely, these resemble power laws, yet with slopes shallower
han would imply the dominance of smaller ev ents o v er larger
according to the demarcation well remarked by Hudson 1991 ). From
he smallest scales (nanoflares; Aschwanden et al. 2000 ), through
ntermediate (microflares; Shimizu 1995 ), to the largest (solar flares;
rosby, Aschwanden & Dennis 1993 ), power la ws hav e frequently
een used to approach the distribution of the energies in flaring
v ents. Observ ed power laws exhibit indices often between around
1.2 and −1.5 (Aschwanden et al. 2016 ). One limitation upon such
 comparison in this case is that the distributions at hand are derived
rom the points on the computational grid, whereas observational
esults more fully correspond to the total energy released in one single
event’. Clustering adjacent computational cells that are involved in
he same behaviour or in the same process of heating, is a complex
ask rigorously to achieve. Some definitive algorithm or process so to
o, would allow for a more thorough study of the size, distribution,
nd durations of heating ev ents. A time-av eraged power spectrum
f the heating density is an alternative means of analysing the same
heme (in the manner illustrated by Baggaley et al. 2009 ), showing
he length scales on which heating arises. Unfortunately, a fully 3D

HD simulation is, for the time being, too restricted in the number of
rders of magnitude that can be spanned by the numerical resolution
f the computational grid, impairing efforts to establish a complete
istribution and to seek robustly to fit a power law. 13 Observations are
eset by their own inhibitions, including a lower energy cut-off and
 fixed minimum detectable energy. For these reasons, one cannot
ritically compare theoretical and observationally derived power laws
n the same basis. 
Here, the waiting time between reconnection-driven heating

events’ does not conform perfectly to any tested statistical dis-
rib ution, b ut, in general, approximates a power-law distribution.
lthough theories of avalanche models, involving the random oc-

urrence of events in an SOC state, anticipate Poisson-like dis-
ributions, power laws are consistent with observations (Boffetta
t al. 1999 ), while L ́evy distributions have also been used with
ome success (Lepreti, Carbone & Veltri 2001 ). In that sense, these
esults are a caveat in adopting self-organized critical models for
he magnetic field as responsible for these events. Two-part power
a ws, which hav e been e xtensiv ely theoretically inv estigated (as
y Noble 2022) in response to, and have often been reported in
umerical models (as that of Yu et al. 2022 ) aiming to reproduce,
atterns of observation of several different phenomena (such as
eported by Desai & Giacalone 2016 ), also qualify notions of self-
rganization, by indicating the likelihood of different underlying
hysical causes of different scales of events. In theoretical models, the
ounterpart is concei v ably some mechanism introducing a preferred
cale (such as an helicity barrier, per Squire et al. 2022 ). In this
odel, resistivity could cause such a preference, by prescribing

ypical dissipative length scales, but this is unlikely for the reasons
foresaid. 
NRAS 518, 1584–1600 (2023) 

3 Ho we ver, se veral authors have attempted to address this issue, for example 
ith reduced or simplified models (for example, Nigro et al. 2004 ). 
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Sev eral factors pro vide reason to e xpect that the heating of
urved arcades should differ from that of a straightened model
f neighbouring flux tubes (as analysed by Reid et al. 2020 ). On
he contrary, what is remarkable here is the extent of similarities
etween the two. Similar intermittency of heating is recorded.
learly, curv ature gi ves rise to a natural gradient in the magnetic
eld, which, as shown, does impose a preferential distribution
f current. Heating, ho we ver, does not entirely follow this, but
emains focused in the upper, coronal part of loops. In both
odels, straightened and curved, heating, especially viscous, is
eaker about the line-tied footpoints. Individual local heating events,
f v arying magnitudes, follo w similar spatial distributions, with
maller events more numerous, yet the evidence as to whether these
umulatively dominate is inconclusive. That straightened models
eproduce similar heating, while concurring on the viability of
valanches, vindicates the approach hitherto of studying the heating
f coronal loops through models resembling the sketch of Parker
 1972 ). 

Heating having been produced, analysed, and discussed, the
uestion that naturally follows is the response of the plasma to this
eating, under the action of thermodynamic transport. Answering
his requires a full treatment of the properties involved. Recent
evelopments make this far more realistic an ambition and place
t within reach (Johnston et al. 2021 ). Future work may address this
ssue. 

Were this to be addressed, then, using any of the suites of forward
odelling tools available (for example, those of Van Doorsselaere

t al. 2016 ; Barnes, Bradshaw & Viall 2019 ), synthesizing observ-
bles, in order to identify signatures of specific heating process (as
iscussed by Fyfe, Howson & De Moortel 2020 ), becomes a realistic
nd instructive possibility. Equipped with the knowledge from this, it
s then possible to seek to identify the interacting physical processes
hat produce heating on the different scales and in the different events
itnessed on the Sun. 
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